Abstract-Control of growth interface has always been a challenging concern for CZT crystal growers because of its poor thermal and melt transport properties. Control over growth interface was achieved for Modified Vertical Bridgman growth of CZT under high (from 5 to 7.5 wt %) initial Tellurium conditions. Although exact point-to-point reproducibility was not achieved but the overall shape consistency was reproduced with an optimally defined set of growth parameters. IR Microscopy was done on the interface morphology to better understand and compare the secondary phase generation phenomena in different kind of interfaces and its consequences. Prominent consistency was observed among the spectral properties of the crystals in all the growths with high initial Tellurium.
INTRODUCTION

O
VER the last few decades Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) has emerged as a novel material for detection of soft y-rays and hard X-rays at room temperature with high detection efficiency and sharp energy resolution. Due to the high material density (5.78 g/ cm 3 ), average atomic number (49.1) and wide band gap (1 .57 eV with 10% Zinc) [1] , CZT has high stopping power and low thermal noise, which makes it an excellent choice as a nuclear detector at room temperature. Its high photorefractive coefficient and IR transmittance makes CZT an excellent substrate for IR windows in IR cameras and devices. Stable and linear detection, operability at body temperature and high spatial resolution allows CZT to be used in Digital Radiography and Nuclear Medicine detectors [2] . U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright 4720
Due to thermal and physical properties of CZT, it is extremely difficult to control the liquid-solid growth interface and maintain a desired stoichiometric composition. CdTe solidus line is severely asymmetric [3] . Because of high ionic nature of the Cd-Te bonding, thermal conductivity is fairly low (55 mWcm-1 K 1 ) which makes it difficult to control the solid/liquid interface while growth. Pre-transition phenomena on both sides of the melting point, in both liquid and solid states, have been found to occur in CdTe. The CdTe melt is highly associated close to its melting point which comprises of highly organized particles influencing the nucleation process and growth kinetics [4] .
Concave growth interfaces results in generation and propagation of new grains towards the center of the crystals, thereby deteriorating the overall yield and properties of the as grown material. Hence convex interface shape is desired to get crystals with better crystalline quality. It has been shown by theoretical studies [5, 8] that in Modified Bridgman (MB) growth, the interface retains a convex interface at the early stages of the growth but eventually evolves to concave shape for most of the growth. According to Kuppurao et al. [5] , convex growth interface is achievable during a substantial portion of the initial growth by using a shallow coned ampOUle. Growths have been performed with ampoules having this shape in the EDG MVB furnace but the interfaces were found to be changing to concave shape before any usable material dimensions are grown.
From, [6] , it has been seen that even in liquid phase CdTe is semiconducting. Hence the Prandtl Number of CdTe and its alloys are comparatively higher (�0.4) i.e. heat diffuses slowly as compared to the mass momentum. Under these conditions controlling the interface is a difficult task. Several theoretical simulations have been performed to understand the flow patterns of the melt and effects on growth interface in vertical Bridgman furnace [5, [7] [8] . Several studies and results have been published about the solid-melt growth interface of CdTe and CZT during THM growth techniques [9-1 0]. The heater length and solvent volume (height of the Tellurium rich solvent zone) are the most critical parameters that determine the interface shape in THM grown CZT. Wang et al. [11] demonstrated a technique of stabilizing the interface in THM growth method by applying uniform magnetic field during the growth. Getting a controlled interface with Bridgman growth technique however is a bigger challenge subjected to the difference in heat conductivities in the CZT melt (with less amount of Tellurium) and grown crystal, discontinuity in the heating coils, much higher growth temperature etc. In this present study, control over the interfaces during a Modified Vertical Bridgman (MVB) Electro-Dynamic Gradient (EDG) growth process of CZT will be demonstrated. Challenges and results will be discussed. Also a closer look on the interfaces would be taken using IR images to understand and demonstrate the generation phenomena of inclusions in different situations.
II. GROWTHS
Tens of growths were performed to get the desired growth interface and to understand how it can be manipulated using the limited number of controllable variables. With 0.5 wt % excess Tellurium in the initial charge material, evidence was derived that the growth starts with a convex interface, and starts becoming concave before even 10% growth of the desired volume is complete. However, it was seen that with higher amount of initial excess Tellurium, the growth interface maintains a convex shape during the whole growth process subjected to certain optimum growth parameters. Three growths would be described in this section that were done to optimally obtain overall interface shapes of convex, flat and concave nature.
All these growths were performed with more than 5 wt % excess Tellurium in the initial charge material. The EDG temperature profile was modified according to the phase diagram demonstrated in [12] . Due to higher amount of excess Tellurium, the growth temperatures were lower which results in a lower temperature difference between the melt and the grown solid ingot. Under these circumstances, the mechanism to draw out heat from the center of the ingots works more efficiently. The only concern with this kind of growth was the amount of excess Tellurium left in the ingot as inclusions. But as would be discussed in a later section, the total volume of Tellurium Secondary Phases were found to be similar to the growths done using lower initial excess Tellurium. Most of the excess Tellurium deposited in the heel region and along the circumference of the boules (Fig. I.) . It is to be noted that the amount of other two components (Cadmium and Zinc) were kept the same as required for a stoichiometric composition Cdo.9Zllo.ITe. The variation in the growth parameters for achieving different melt interfaces are shown in Table I . It is clear that less amount of excess Tellurium in the growing melt results in concave interface. Getting a flatter interface needs longer growth time (i.e. at lower growth rate) as compared to a convex one. All these ingots were quenched by turning off the power supply to the furnace. Ingots were not taken out of the furnace before it reached room temperature. All these growths were performed in a 4inch diameter Sunfire EDG furnace with a total of 43 heating zones. The grown crystals were 80mm long and 85mm in diameter. The as grown ingots were then lightly sand blasted before fabricating detectors. Planar detectors were fabricated from the as grown crystal with gold contacts. All the detectors were with high resistivity and worked as detectors. The comparisons between the properties of the detectors are shown in Table II . IR Microscopy measurements were performed in the shoulder region (-I inch from the tip) of the ingot to analyze the effect of interfaces and excess initial Tellurium on SPs.
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It was seen from the data that the volume of the SPs is highest in convex interface growth and smallest in concave interface growths (Table II) . The reason may be contributed to the interface stability but also it has to be kept in mind that the concave interface was grown with slowest growth rate i.e. for longer time. This means the already grown solid crystal was at high temperature for a comparatively longer time in the later case. This helped the bigger diameter Tellurium inclusions to diffuse into the crystal at high temperatures (when the diffusion driving force is higher) and get smaller. The interface stability depends on the homogeneity of the melt flow and temperature uniformity along the radial direction in the interface region. It is clear that even if any inhomogeneity near the concave interface will make grains form and grow towards the bulk of the crystal, it is more stable towards any minor irregularities (for example distortions in the local heat field, ampoule wall roughness etc.). On the other hand, convex interface grows under very subtle temperature distribution conditions, and hence is more probable to become unstable during growth even with minor distortions in the growth process. To make the arguments more clear and definitive, it was necessary to perform IR Microscopy on the interfaces.
IV. IR MICROSCOPY OF THE INTERFACES
IR Microscopy was performed along the interfaces of vertical slices cut along the axial direction (Fig. 2) . These slices were approximately 27.5 mm away from the axis of the crystal. According to literature [13] , the Tellurium inclusions are formed by capture of Tellurium rich droplets at a morphologically unstable crystallization front. Temperature dependence of the Tellurium metal shows that its highest density is above its melting temperature. So, tellurium rich CZT settles down towards the growth interface over prolonged growth time. This in turn increases the instability in the growth interface. The Tellurium rich CZT continuously rejects Tellurium once into the growing CZT crystal front and gets deposited as Tellurium inclusions. These inclusions are opaque to IR light and hence if this definition is correct, the formation mechanism should be clearly visible from the IR pictures of the quenched interface. The interfaces, as can be seen, are not symmetrical along the radial direction of the slice, which is the implication of how the local heat and melt convection perturbations, ampoule melt interactions etc. are important (Fig. 3) . Also the different grain orientations cause the interface to differ with its own dislocation and defect patterns. Fig. 4 clearly demonstrates the formation of inclusions in the convex interface. It can be seen that the interface is in a "turbulent" state because of local convection currents, melt vibration, ampoule -melt interaction etc. As it seems from the IR pictures that this facilitates the formation of big SPs at fIrst which then becomes comparatively smaller because of Te diffusion in the CZT crystal (and cadmium vacancies) at high temperatures. 5 shows smoother interface regions of the convex growth front. These regions are near the center of the ingot which is the indication that the convection flows doesn't reach the center because of the lower heat conductivity and the associated structure of the melt. As can be predicted, these regions should have lower volume percent of inclusions. However, this effect was not as prominent as was expected (Table III) . The inference which can be drawn from this is that the "smooth" region of the interface shifts from one place to another as the growth progresses depending on the melt current and temperature field distribution. So, it must be kept in mind that these kinds of interfaces may just form for a short time till the convection current of the melt or any other kind of interaction reaches here. The formation of the SPs in twin boundaries or grain boundaries can't be explained from these two dimensional pictures. It is clear from Fig. 6 that a three dimensional IR image is necessary to figure out how the starting point of these kinds of inclusions look like. It needs much sophisticated imaging system or characterization methods. These set of inclusions are able to form in any plane of the three dimensional interface and can propagate towards any other plane with twisting or overlapping etc. However, it is clear from Fig. 7 how the grain boundaries grow smaller due to the convex crystal-melt interface. This phenomena should lead to lowering of the number of grains in the crystalline phase by eliminating them while growth [14] . In Fig. 8 it is clear how the twins are growing according to the curvature of the interface. These may lead to a single grain crystal but only if a longer crystal is grown. The trapping on inclusions were found much less in flat interfaces (Fig. 9) . Smooth flat interface is the most desirable interface shape that could lead to high single crystal yield. Although achieving and maintaining a flat interface throughout the growth process is practically impossible. A perfect radial temperature distribution, homogeneous melt convection and a system free of imperfections of any sort may give a flat interface throughout the growth. There were still some regions where inclusions were being trapped in flat interface (Fig. 10) . Minimizing these regions would be the goal. A portion of the concave interface is also shown where the inclusion formation is taking place (Fig. 11 ) . Table III . The average volume percent of SPs were highest in convex interface, proving highest inclusion generation in this kind of interfaces. Although the mean diameter of these inclusions was similar to the other interfaces, but the amount of larger diameter inclusions are significantly higher (Fig. 12, bottom) . Like discussed before, this may be the result of lower growth time imposed during this growth. This flaw can be overcome by post processing of the grown ingots at high temperatures thereby giving the big inclusions the time to diffuse in the crystal. The flat interface has the lowest number of larger inclusions
.� " ( Fig. 12, top) . Hence flat interfaces are the most desirable interfaces for MVB growth of CZT. It helps in single crystal grain growth (considering the number of nucleation grains are less) and lower trapping of the Tellurium inclusions. It must also be noticed how the distribution of inclusion changes among the different sides of the crystal which is due to various perturbations. The concave interface show similar distribution as the flat interface in the sense that the amounts of larger inclusions are much less.
V.
CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrated the ability to manipulate interfaces in MVB EDG grown CZT crystals. For this higher amount (5-7.5wt %) of Tellurium was used in the initial charge materials. To get the optimum interface certain growth parameters were changed. The interfaces are not symmetrical along the radial direction which makes it difficult to reproduce the exact same interface but the overall interface shape has been reproduced with similar temperature profiles, growth rates and initial charge composition. The resistivity and detector properties of the crystals grown in this study were found to be similar with those where growth was performed with lower concentration of initial Tellurium. Smoother parts of the interfaces clearly leads to lower trapping of the inclusions, hence leading to a better quality material. The size and distribution of the trapped inclusions are clearly dependent on the curvature of the parts of interfaces. Tellurium trapping at the interfaces was also found to be grain dependent. Various crystalline features and evolution of growth interfaces were found consistent with the literature. The effects of local heat and melt perturbation, ampoule wall effects etc. were clearly observed and the effects were discussed.
VI.
